
Statement of the "initiatives of saying welcome in Barnim"

Welcome? Yes! But where and how?

Brandenburg is going to take at least 6000 refugees this year- and of course there are some 
hundred expected in Barnim as well. (MOZ, 1st of july 2014)

The "initiatives of saying welcome in Barnim" are supporting the admission of people, who seek 
refuge in germany. We are not allowed to close our eyes to the misery of the refugees from irak, 
syria and other regions of crisis. We're happy that people in barnim are not just rejecting the 
refugees. actually a lot of people in Barnim creating a living culture of saying welcome. so 
initiatives were formed in Wandlitz, Panketal, Eberswalde, Bernau, Biesenthal, Joachimsthal and 
Oderberg. They speak out for refugee who are living in barnim, 

Now there is a rumour that the administrative district of Barnim is planning to build a refugee home 
for 100- 150 refugees in Oderberg. Oderberg is a small village in the nowhere of Barnim even 
without a trainstation. 

We don't agree with their politics of giving informations to the people. We got the impression that 
the decision to where the refugees are supposed to be sended is left to just financial reasons and 
conditions of the housing market. But there should be other criterions for that kind of decision. for 
example the needs of the refugees and the population density of the region. For that the initiatives 
are competent and should be definitely heard.

That's why we appeal to the member of parliament:

Please, constitute a committee of the district assembly, which is comptent, able to act and 
transparent to the people. that committee should coordinate the admission, the distribution of and 
the  professional company of the refugees in Barnim.

Please call a responsible person or committee for immigration issues. so that people of  Barnim 
are able to communicate problems which are related to the admission of refugees

We, the "initiatives of saying welcome in Barnim" and the refugees themselves want to get involved 
in the plannings. That means especially plannings about big and isolated refugee homes.

A lot of the refugees need, after they arrived germany, support by a doctor or a psychologist. They 
have to get their bearings and are not allowed to miss any deadline. It is important for them to find 
contact zu other people, who are speaking their language. They're depending more than others on 
the  local puplic transport. The chance to find contacts and get support, is improving with the 
inhabitants of the cities where refugees are housed. That's why we're demanding, that refugees 
should be housed  just in cities along the railway lines of Barnim. Oderberg has 2100 inhabitants 
and there are 40 refugees. Oderberg is to small and to far from bigger cities for another big 
refugeehome. 

We're supporting the opinion of the  administrative district, to get the refugees as fast as possible 
in flats after their arriving. The living conditions in the big refugeehomes are causing social stress 
and retraumatization for the refugees. the extended residence in the refugeehomes makes it more 
difficult to get used to our society. That is needless. that's why we ask the member of parliament for 
getting informed at least once a year about the admission and company of the refugees in Barnim.

Our statement should contribute to develope structures, that refugees are able to feel welcome 
and make positive experience.
To create a friendly admission of the refugees, who had to flee from their home, is good for the 
refugees and the local population. Voluntary support limited, especially in cases of  professional 
translation and professional advice. the parliament of Barnim should spend their money, to respond 
this challenge as good as possible.



people from initiative:

Dieter Gadischke, Bernau  
Beate Gollnast, Biesenthal 
Franz Grimm, Oderberg 
Thomas Janoschka, Biesenthal
Beatrix Spreng, Joachimsthal 
Juliane Steinigen, Biesenthal  

supporting people:

Sebastian Walter, Eberswalde, Kreisvorsitzender DIE LINKE. Barnim, Stellvertretender 
Landesvorsitzender DIE LINKE Brandenburg
Dorothea Martin, Eberswalde
Grit Beyer, Bernau
Vadim Beyer, Bernau
Nicolaj Beyer, Bernau
Andreas Beyer, Bernau
Hartwin Schulz, Eberswalde
Flüchtlingsrat Brandenburg, Potsdam
Gundula Schoepp, Bernau
Ulrike Wolter, Eberswalde
Mandy Marchwat, Oderberg, Stadtverordnete
Judith Dubiel, Wandlitz, Runder Tisch für Toleranz
Ruth Brinkmeier, Chorin
Amadeu Antonio Stiftung, Berlin
Thomas Mboya, Bernau
Steffen Ehlert, Eberswalde, Barnimer Kampagne "Light Me Amadeu" und Runder 
Tisch "Willkommen in Eberswalde"
Josie Rücker, Biesenthal 
Projekthaus Potsdam Babelsberg, Potsdam
Antifaschistische Aktion Bernau, Bernau
Bernd Trögel, Wandltiz, Runder Tisch für Toleranz
Kontakt- und Beratungsstelle für Opfer rechter Gewalt Bernau, Bernau
Anne Beittel
Bill Beittel
Initiative "Solidarität für AsylbewerberInnen", Eberswalde 
Mike Hartmann
Ilona Frank
Maria Theresa Jessen
Martin Wyschka
Tobias Nagel
Lea Sommer
Ina Krahl
Felix Gaehler
Josephine Löwenstein, Biesenthal
Lena Domeyer, Biesenthal
Anne Schulz, Biesenthal, Stadtverordnete
Bernd Micka, Biesenthal
Claudius Loga, Biesenthal
Lokale Agenda 21 Biesenthal e.V., Biesenthal
Heike Müller, Biesenthal, Stadtverordnete Bündnis90/ Die Grünen
Axel Vogel, Eberswalde, Landtagsabgeordneter Bündnis 90/ Die Grünen
Stefan Böhmer, Wandlitz, Fraktionsvorsitzender B90/ Die Grünen im Kreistag Barnim
Kerstin Paul, Biesenthal



Santje Winkler, Berlin
Florian Görner,  Breydin OT Klobbicke, Jugendbündnis Für ein tolerantes Eberswalde 
Wukania Projektehof, Biesenthal
KuBiB e.V., Cöthen
biF e.V. (Träger des Jugendtreffs Dosto), Bernau
Barnimer Kampagne Light me Amadeu, Eberswalde
Freiraum-Initiative Eberswalde 
wandelBar (Energie- und Kulturwendebewegung im Raum Barnim), Eberswalde
Karina Nippe, Ruhlsdorf

At the moment we're translating this statement into several languages, so that as much refugees 
as possible are able to read it. We talked to refugees about the refugeehome in Althüttendorf. They 
told us a lot about their awful experiences there. but they tell us their wishes and demands on a 
better accomodation as well. Dear refugees, please write down your experiences, wishes and 
demands. We try to spread them and to fight for them at the parliament.

If you wan´t to express your opinion or to support the statement, write an email to: 
beategollnast@so36 


